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When Kit MacKlenna returned to her soul mate in the 19th century, Elliott Fraser thought he would

never see his beloved goddaughter again.But when a message from Kit is discovered in a

135-year-old painting, Elliot must either ignore Kit's request for help or test the Legend of the Three

Brooches.Will the combined magic of the ruby, sapphire, and emerald open a door to the past, and

who will volunteer for an experimental trip?David McBain volunteers to go, but he and Kenzie are

expecting a baby.Braham McCabe volunteers to go, but he died in 1869.Kevin Allen volunteers to

go, but he's recovering from a recent gunshot.Jack Mallory volunteers to go, but he's in the midst of

planning an adventure back to 1909 to rescue Amy Spalding.Elliott Fraser volunteers to go, but

everyone tells him it's too dangerous and he can't go by himself.So...Nine adults and five children

recite the magic words and appear on Kit Montgomery's doorstep at Montgomery Winery in 1881.

Within a twelve-hour period, the travelers will be faced with decisions that could rip the clan apart.

Hang on for a fast-paced time travel historical romance with mystery, suspense, and a bit of

paranormal that will keep you on the edge of your seat.Ã‹Æ’Ã‹Æ’Ã‹Æ’ The Celtic Brooch

SeriesTHE RUBY BROOCH (Book 1): Time Travel Romance - Oregon Trail 1852 - Kit MacKlenna

and Cullen Montgomery's love story.THE LAST MACKLENNA (Book 2): Contemporary Romance -

Meredith Montgomery and Elliott Fraser's love story.THE SAPPHIRE BROOCH (Book 3): Time

Travel Romance - Civil War, 1864-1865 - Charlotte Mallory and Braham McCabe's love story.THE

EMERALD BROOCH (Book 4): Time Travel Romance - World War II, London, June 1944 - Kenzie

Wallis-Manning and David McBain's love story.THE BROKEN BROOCH (Book 5): Contemporary

Romance - Jenny Lynn "JL" O'Grady and Kevin Allen's love story.THE THREE BROOCHES (Book

6): Time Travel Romance - San Francisco 1881 - A reunion with Kit and Cullen MontgomeryTHE

DIAMOND BROOCH (Book 7 Available July 2017): Time Travel Romance - New York City 1909 -

Amy Spalding and Jack Mallory's love story.Scroll up and grab a copy today.
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I had been eagerly awaiting this latest installment in the Celtic Brooches series and it did not

disappoint! What a ride... talk about emotional whiplash. I never knew where the next jolts would

come from but come they did, from every possible corner. The Three Brooches was an exhilarating

ride full of drama, suspense, intrigue, romance, and above all family - even if I often wanted to

throttle half the family for what they were putting everyone through!You probably don't have to read

the earlier books to enjoy this one, but doing so would provide a lot of the background and context

for this story.

What a fantastic story! I love how all the family were in one story and we got to revisit with all of

them. The action was non stop. I couldn't read fast enough to see what was going to happen next.

The excitement was full force. I never wanted it to end.My emotions were excitement, joy, angry(at

Jake), fear, mystery and warmth for all the love.This is the best story of all the family, all put together

in one book. I love this series and my head is still thinking about this great new story.

I have read all of KLL's books in order and re-read them only to find more in the 2nd reading than in

the first because I was racing through just to get to the end and find out what happened. They all

kept me on the edge of my seat and kept me up very late at night because I simply could not put

them down. Now, finally out comes the amazing Three Brooches. All I can say is WOW,- be

prepared for every twist and turn imaginable and anabsolutely gorgeous love story and a very

strong family story about the Fraser, Montgomery, McCabe, McClenna families. The development of

these families and their inter-mingling and interdependence is a testament to the entire basis of all

of KLL's books. Did I leave out anyone??? The author has developed these characters fully and in



depth and with each book, they grow and change and with the love that they share they fill the

reader with joy!! I can't wait for The Diamond Brooch which is in the works, and The Pearl Brooch

which should be out sometime in 2018.Please, Katherine, keep your stories coming---we will all be

anxiously waiting for each new one!! Thanks for The Three Brooches!!

Katherine Lowry Logan has given the chance to us who love her characters in the Celtic Brooch

series the opportunity to revisit with and intermingle characters from the previous time traveling

stories in maverelous yet intricately new weave in a historical backdrop few will see coming and

take the reader on glorious journey through the fabric of deep emotions set against the backdrop of

relatable historical happenings to weave a tale that brings the reader through conflict, mystery, heart

ache and triumph of the human spirit against all odds... for the value of story which is solidly crafted

on it's own....but read the whole series first to truly absorb the richness of her story ...enjoy a

mssterpiece.

I love this series and have read every one of the books, but by the time I read this one, I was getting

lost in all of the backstories, some of which I have forgotten. As another reviewer said, there are too

many characters to keep track of. All of that being said, this is an excellent book because the author

is a very fine writer. She brings her characters to life, writes realistic, believable dialogue and moves

the action along smoothly. I will still buy any book written by Katherine Lowry Logan. I'm considering

starting the series from the beginning and reading them one after another. If you are a new reader

of this author's books, do NOT start with this one. Begin with book one and prepare for a wonderful

travel through time with very likable, believable, imperfect and honest characters.

Another great book by a great author. This series is a must read. I really enjoy all the characters of

this series and feel like I'm a part of the family. I can't wait to see what happens next for each one of

them. I love how there will be several more story lines coming which means more books and more

for us readers to fall in love with. If you are like me and find a series you love , you revisit them

often. This is one I series I love to revisit and can't wait for more to come. Once again another 5 star

review. Love love love this book and this series. Love that we got to visit wit Kit and Cullen and Elliot

together as well as all the others. It was great having everyone together in one book. Really loved

that.

I love the entire series and the depth, development, and growth of the expanding cast of characters.



I first listened to them and then read them. My only complaint is the editing in this one. A reference

to cattle should be buffalo, a statement obviously made by Emily is attributed to Sarah, McCabe is

called a major when he became a colonel and then senator in Bk 3, a few pronouns are incorrect

references. Maybe issues like that only bother me, but they do. They didn't detract from my

enjoyment of the book, but did irriatate me a bit. I've proofed/edited before and those things jump

out at me. But I do highly recommend the books!

Katherine Lowry Logan's Celtic Brooch Series is simply a tour d force. This book is so pivotal in the

continuing saga of the Fraser Clan. As 10 years as past in the story line, we see the changes in

both characters and their relationships. We see the next generations formulating ~exciting times. In

this segment we travel to San Francisco where the power of the three brooches come together

-changes occur here that will change the Fraser-Montgomery Clan forever. Deftly done this book

focuses on Jack who is one of those mesmerizing characters whom you hate and love and want to

shake - but most of all you want him to find his own brooch.
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